EdgeGEN™ Power Source
60Hz Three-Phase Microgrid
Utilizing Single-Phase Utility Without VFD
Using the revolutionary BELLE™ Single-Phase Motor with
Written-Pole™ technology, the EdgeGEN™ Power Source avoids
high fuel and maintenance costs, and pollution of
fossil-fuel-powered engines. It delivers superior power quality
to that of conventional phase converters and is far more cost
effective than extension of three-phase service for both utilities
and their customers, providing benefits across a broad
spectrum of applications.

COST EFFECTIVE

The EdgeGEN™ Power Source avoids the need for extending
three-phase distribution. Where single-phase service already
exists, upgrading the lines to three-phase typically costs $50K $100K per mile. By using the EdgeGEN™ Power Source to
provide power for three-phase applications from existing
single-phase service, utilities and their customers can save
significant costs for investment in fixed assets.

SAVINGS

The Written-Pole® motor driving the EdgeGEN™ Power Source
is highly efficient, resulting in full load system efficiency
exceeding 88%. This alone can reduce energy costs by thousands
of dollars, year after year. And since the EdgeGEN™ Power
Source input runs at unity power factor, there is no power factor
penalty charge. In some areas, this translates into significant
additional savings.

LOW MAINTENANCE / REDUCED NOISE

The EdgeGEN™ can be used effectively in place of the diesel or
gas engines that are often used as the prime movers for pumps
or generator sets. The Written-Pole™ motor requires very little
maintenance compared to engines. Air and noise pollution are
also reduced. Most importantly, reliability is greatly improved.

POWER QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS

The EdgeGEN™ allows weak single-phase lines to deliver strong
three-phase power with excellent voltage regulation and precise
50 Hz frequency. The generator output voltage provides
well-balanced three-phase power capable of starting and
running large three-phase motors or power quality-sensitive
electronic controls. This equipment isolates the application (and
the utility) from harmonics that are harmful to sensitive loads.

CHARACTERISTICS
• Single-Phase Input
• True Balanced Three-Phase Output
• Total Electrical Isolation
• Eliminates Flicker and Line Sags
• High Efficiency
• Rugged Reliability
• Unity PF Motor Input
• Low Harmonic Motor Input
• Synchronous @ 1800 rpm
• Capable of supporting multiple
3-phase motors
• Isolates 3-phase motors from
supply line
• Runs Three-Phase Loads up to
Total kW Rating
• Cost Effective System Design

APPLICATIONS
• Rural Manufacturing Facilities
• Aggregate/Mining
• Lift Stations
• Center Pivot Irrigation
• Submersible Pumps

EdgeGEN™ Power Source
LOW STARTING CURRENT AND HIGH EFFICIENCY

Written-Pole® motors start using less than 2x their rated running current. This eliminates excess voltage sag or “flicker”
that can cause problems on distribution lines. The efficiency rating of the motor is 95.5% and the generator efficiency
is 93.5%, resulting in an overall efficiency of 89%, with 100% electrical isolation. With the EdgeGEN™ Power Source,
customers served by single-phase lines can get high-quality power for three-phase applications. Unlike conventional
phase converters, EdgeGEN™ provides true, balanced three-phase power, eliminates disruptive harmonic feedback, is
a unity power factor load to the utility and, with an added optional flywheel, can ride through momentary power
interruptions with ease.

PERFORMANCE
BELLE™ Written-Pole™ Motor (Input) Driving a Rugged Three-Phase

(1) Larger horsepower ratings may be accommodated with optional flywheel configurations. Please consult manufacturer for additional information when ordering.
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